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TERMINATION OF THE CMCM ACQUISITION

Reference is made to the announcements of Common Splendor International Health Industry Group
Limited (the ‘‘Company’’) dated 2 December 2016, 12 August 2017 and 31 August 2017 (collectively,
the ‘‘Announcements’’) in relation to a disclosable transaction for the proposed acquisition of CMCM.
Unless the context otherwise states, capitalised terms used in this announcement have the same
meanings as those defined in the Announcements.

As of 31 October 2017, the business model of CMCM had not been adjusted to the satisfaction of the
Company for parties to proceed with the transactions contemplated under the CMCM Agreement.
Accordingly, pursuant to the Supplemental Agreement, the CMCM Agreement has been terminated and
the Company will not issue any Consideration Shares under the CMCM Agreement, and any shares in
CMCM that has been transferred to the Company shall be returned to the Vendors or their designated
individuals or entities.

The Board considers that the termination of the CMCM Agreement has no material adverse impact on
the operations and financial performance of the Group.
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